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Organizations rely on Trello as a top-notch project management solution to manage 
and monitor various projects and facilitate teamwork. As firms grow, they often 
require more complex project management tools. When Trello no longer provides 
sufficient functionality, organizations must seek a more robust system. 

Many companies turn to the more comprehensive capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics 
365 Project Operations.

Challenges with Trello migration

FluentPro Project Migrator

Trello migration is complicated, and many organizations face numerous cloud 
migration challenges, such as those related to:

As a project manager, you should not spend time on manual migrations and 
operational difficulties. To maximize productivity, you need a fully automated 
solution to migrate data from Trello to Dynamics 365 Project Operations: FluentPro 
Project Migrator.

Project Migrator is a cloud migration solution that is one of the most efficient systems 
for performing automatic Trello migration to Dynamics 365 Project Operations. It 
enables IT administrators to perform full or partial migration. 

Data redundancy

Data transformation

Manual export and import

Data corruption

Increased time spent migrating and debugging

Human errors leading to data loss

Contact our Sales Department for a demo, trial and quote Email: sales@fluentpro.com Phone: +1 (855) 358 3688

https://projectmigrator.com/trello-to-microsoft-dynamics-365-migration/


Trello migration using Project Migrator

With Project Migrator, migration can be completed in four easy steps.

Step 1: Build a link between the source Trello and the target Dynamics Project 
Operations environments.

Step 2: Select the source data. Project Migrator gives the option of selecting all 
data at once or only the required data.

Step 3: Object mapping: User-friendly data-mapping interface enables users to 
choose which data from the source system goes to which fields in the target 
system.

Step 4: Begin the migration procedure.

This cloud-based solution offers straightforward and effective migrations and reduces 
all manual work and damage related to human errors.
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Project Migrator saves time and requires no additional technical skills. Its automated 
functionality reduces all risks related to human errors and guarantees fast and secure 
Trello migration to Dynamics 365 Project Operations.

After Trello migration is complete, you can view the results in the summary window.
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Relying on primitive methods such as manual migration will result in numerous 
human errors and loss of crucial business data. Hiring a couple of new hands would 
add to the increasing operating costs. The time required to compute and migrate all 
critical data manually is lengthy — and seamless data synchronization is not 
guaranteed. 

Your business is likely to incur a low ROI and the loss of future contracts. 

With Project Migrator, you will worry less about Trello migration to Dynamics Project 
Operations. 

Take advantage of the streamlined data migration initiative



Schedule a free demo to reap the
benefits of FluentPro Project Migrator

Contact

sales@fluentpro.com +1 (855) 358 3688

Project Migrator allows users to undertake quick, automated, and error-free project 
data migration. The unique data-mapping option ensures that all data goes to the 
correct corresponding fields in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Project Operations.

Project Migrator automates the transition of project data from several cloud 
platforms, including migration to the Dynamics Project Operations platform, saving 
project managers both time and money. It also ensures a higher return on project 
management migration investments (ROI).

Project Migrator is an excellent solution that offers users many additional benefits:

Getting immense benefits using Project Migrator

Reduced risk associated with human error or data loss.

Automatic migration eliminates the need for manual intervention.

Full or partial migration of all project data.

Time required for migration reduced from weeks to days.

Exceptional security, as Project Migrator stores data on Microsoft Azure.
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